ments is no longer available to us, so
other measurement techniques are being investigated.
As for receivers, SEST continues to
operate with the Schottky systems for
both the 100 GHr and 200 GHz bands,
The 230 GHz receiver will soon (August)
be replaced by an SIS mixer on loan
from Srnithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Intermediate frequency amplifiers in both receivers have been replaced by wide (I
GHzj band H E W amplifiers in an attempt to reduce the noise
at the band edges. Another 1 GHz AOS
Is on order from the University of KBln.
This and the purchase of a new frequency synthesizer wlll facilitate simultaneous observations in both the 100 and
200 GHr bands.
The 350 GHz SIS receiver *onstructed at Onsala was completed In
January and installed on ihe telescope
for testa in April. Unfortunately it has so
far proved to be impossible to fabricate
SIS junctions of suflciently small area
and hence the noise temperature of the
receiver is about 3000K SSB.It Is hoped
that better junctions will be built in collaboration with the University of Cambridge Metallurgy Depment and that
the receiver will be Installed next year.
The I-rnm bolometer receiver being
built in collaboration with the MaxPlanck-lnstitut fur Radioastronomb,
Bonn, is virtually complete and will be
installed on the teIescope in late August.
This system should then be routinely
available and, because of Its high sensitivity, should make more pointing
sources avallable.
Particular problems identified at the
meeting were pointlng jumps (possibly
associated with the axis tilt), the need
for better receivers at the "work horsem
frequmcbs, and a local oscillator instability which had c a u d spurious low
level wings on narrow lines. The last
problem has been fixed but it is important that observers are aware of it. It was
suggested that a SEST Bulletin Board
should be established in the Garching
computer system so that users can be
informed about changes and problems.
Suggestions for possible future developments which were discussed included receivets at lower frequencies
(ct 00 GHz), the 1SO GHr band, and
higher frequencies (410,480 GHz) VLBI,
focal plane Imaging arrays, the development of a wobbling secondary, and the
(eventuJ) move of SEST to the Paranal
area.
However, for the Immediate future it
was generally agreed that we should
concentrate on improving the pointing
and surface of thetelescope, and equipping SEST wlth Ustate-of-the-art" receivers at 100 and 200 GHz.

Workshop on Millimetre
Interferometry

There was clear enthusiasm for a
southern array. But how could funding
be achieved? Could we approach the
EEC, or could a consortturn from indivldual countries ke put tagether? In this
context, the Japanese plans for a new
millirnetre army possibly in the southem
hemisphere raised the interesting possibillty of collaboration with the Japanese
astronomers. Whlle no char answers
were forbcoming, the idea that a working group should be set up to consider
funding as well as an optimum m y
design was thought to be a reasonable
conclusion of this first meeting on the
subject.

In order to provlde suitable background for this subject and bring all
participants up to date on relevant developments around the world, this workshop began with reviews on existing
rnilllmetr8-wave interferometers: The
lWcM Interferometer on Plateau de Bure
(S. Guilloteau),the Berkeley Interferometer (C. Masson kindly presented a mvlew
prepared by J. Wetch), the Calteeh
Milllmetre Interferometer (N. Scovllle),
the Nobeyama Interferometer(K.-I. Modta), and tvllllimetre VLBl (L.B. Bath).
Planned and proposed developments
were then summadzed: the Australia Te- P.A. SHAVER, ESO, and
lescope at Milllmetre Wavelenghts (L R. BOOTH, Onsala Space Obsewatmy
Staveley-Smith), the Smlthsonian SubMlllimetre Array (C. Masson), plans for
interferometry between the JCMT and
CSO telescopes (R. Hills), and the NRAO
Mlllimetre Array (R.Brown).
The subject of a p o ~ i b l emillimetre
m y near Paranat was then introduced
wlth thrm talks on the site and atmospheric conditions. M. Sarazln described the site, and summarized relevant measurements made in the ESO STAFF MOVEMENTS
sRe testing campaign. He showed in
particular that the wlnd, an important Arrivals
parameter for exposed antennas working at high frequencies, appears to be
BASBIUR, Mushfa (Dl,Project Control
lower in the valleys than on Paranal aManager
self. A. Ardeberg and R, Martln p m
ENG, Wltlem (NL), Admlnistratlve
sent4 results from independent meaAssisCantllnvoice Control
surements of the water vapour content.
GUNTHER, Pet~r(DK), Accounting
While there are differences st111 to be
Assiscant
HANSEN, Karin (DK), Administrative
understood, these two studies both
Clerk (Personnel)
show that the Paranal area is suitable for
KOEHLER, Bertrand O,Project
observations at least to 3 mm.
Engineer (VLT Interferometry)
A lively discussion then followed on
PELmER, FleyniwlNL), Fellow
the idea of a mllllmetre-wave interSCHWEMMER, Erika (D),Administrative
ferometer at Paranal, Introduced and
Clerk (Personnel)
stimulated by a talk by R. Booth which
f IGMANN, Fran~ojs(F), Student
outllned a posslble concept conslstlng
of 10x 8 m antennas arranged in an optimum configuration with regard to the Departures
equivalent interferometer beam. He
Europe
considered that such an m y could be
BROCATO, Enzo 0,Fellow
bulR for about DM 50M and suggested
DUMOUUN, Bernard (F), Head,
that we In Europe should consider ways
Photopraphlc Laboratory
of rahlng money In order to achleve a
JANSSUJS, Lucas (B), Building Project
useful millimetre array on Paranal as
Engineer
soon as posslbte.
LUCY, Leon (GB), Astronomer
Various views were expressed by the
OQSTERLOO, Thomas (NL), fellow
participants. These ranged from the
MEUNS,Tom (B), Student
political through the practical to the IdeChlle
al scientific concept. A case was made
JARVLS, 8rian @US),Fellow
for great6-r sensitivity, more I l k that of
SCHUSTER, Hans-Ernll (D), Pstronomsr
the proposed US mllllmetre array which
would consist of 40x80 m antennas but
Transfers from ESO HeadquartersIn
will cost at least $120M. It was pointed
Garchlngto VI;TytSite In
out, however, that none of the existing
Chile
mitlimetre arrays Is as sensitive as that
DE JONQE, P d r (NU, ConstructIan
proposed by Booth and that the southSIte Manager
ern hemisphere Is virgin territory for
ESCHWEY, J8rg (O),
VLT Project Civil
Engineer
such an instrument.

